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ABSTRACT 
 

Blockchain has become a powerful technology and when it comes to supply chain management, 

blockchain has a lot to offer which could contribute to its development and make the supply 

chain more effective. The same benefit could be also gained when blockchain is incorporated in 

the Military Supply Chain Management (MSCM). Theaim of this paper is to develop and 

integrate blockchain in the MSCM. The developed MSCM is focusing on three (3) main 

blockchain components, which are transparency, integrity and secure communication. The 

methodology to develop the MSCM blockchain similar to UnicalCoin. The findings show that 

incorporating blockchain into the MSCM enables transparency, integrity and secure 

communication. Thus, blockchain may reduce fraud, improve communication between parties 

and made end-to-end tracking transparency in MSCM. Future work is to embed a smart 

contract feature to automate some processes in MSCM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Supply chain management (SCM) has been widely used in various industry sectors. SCM is a 

complex distribution process involving cross functional approaches in managing the product 

chain from the starting point (i.e., raw material) until the ending point (i.e., consumer) [1]. The 

ultimate supply chain management components comprise of manufacturers, suppliers, 

distributors, and consumers as well as other service providers such as finance, logistics, and 

market research firms. 

 

Security and defence sectors are also adopting SCM. For instance, military supply chain 

management (MSCM) is focused on manufacturing, distributing and shipping military materials, 

parts or applications. In order to maximize its effectiveness and efficiency, these processes must 

be transparent, highly integrity and good communication between SCM components. However, 

the current conventional SCM methods failed to meet these three key aspects [2]. 
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The first key, transparency, allows all the parties that are involved including the consumer to 

know the status of the product [3]. This problem is related to traceability and auditing. Without 

transparency and traceability, any product which encounters problems during manufacturing, 

distribution and shipping will result in delay or late product delivery [4]. While the second key, 

integrity, ensures every transaction record that has been made should not be tampered with or 

counterfeited [5]. Currently, every transaction record between military and other components in 

the MSCM is saved in a database. The database is vulnerable to data tampering either from an 

insider or a malicious party. For instance, changing (i.e., modify, delete, and add) transaction 

records for bad intentions. This caused inconsistency of the transaction records. Another problem 

arises with counterfeit products. Delivering counterfeit products affect a wide range of industries. 

For example, distribution of counterfeit COVID-19 vaccines has potential for health risks 

globally. Thus, MCSM must eliminate distribution of military counterfeit parts to avoid failure in 

battlefield missions and compromise the security of a nation [6]. 

 

The last key is communication where every party should communicate with each other on 

updating the status of the product and record it [7]. Communication is important to ensure a 

smooth product distribution at all levels. Another contribution to product shipment delay is 

miscommunication [8]. These MSCM problems could be overcome by integrating blockchain 

technology.  

 

Blockchain is a digitized public ledger of all transactions. This public ledger has been conducted 

and shared within the blockchain community. Blockchain is designed to work in a decentralized 

manner. Each transaction conducted within the public ledger is confirmed by the community who 

owns a node in the blockchain [9]. Once a transaction is recorded in the public ledger, the 

information is immutable which means it cannot be changed. Figure 1 shows the transaction 

process of Blockchain. Blockchain always records every confirmed transaction that has been 

made in the community and the record is kept across the nodes.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Transaction process in Blockchain 

 

There are two types of blockchain that are private and public blockchain [10]. A blockchain is 

considered to be public if any individual can access it and use it to conduct transactions as well as 

when there is a consensus mechanism involved in verifying the transaction made. As an incentive 

for the community to use their resources to verify a transaction, a token or cryptocurrency will be 

earned. On the other hand, blockchain is considered to be private when only a certain individual 
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or organization owns the nodes and verifies the transaction. The permission to perform a 

transaction is given by an authority of an organization who owns the blockchain. In blockchain 

there are three main components of cryptography that plays an important role which are (i) the 

hashing mechanism where the hash of the predecessor block is stored in header of the new block, 

(ii) Merkle tree where all the transaction hashes are combined to form on hash and kept in the 

block, and (iii) digital signature is used for non-repudiation [10], [11]. 

 
Table 1. Differences between private and public blockchain 

 

Characteristic Public Blockchain Private Blockchain 

Level of access to the 

Blockchain 

Anyone can be a part of the 

community and make 

transactions. Nodes owned 

by multiple parties can verify 

the transaction via consensus 

mechanism applied in a 

blockchain network.  

Only authorised individuals 

can access the community 

and make transactions. 

Nodes only owned by a 

certain party can verify a 

transaction and usually 

consensus mechanism is not 

needed. 

Authority Decentralized Centralized 

Consensus Permissionless Permissioned 

Number of transactions per 

second 

High Low 

Immutability Full Partial 

Transparency Yes Yes 

 

In 2019, a group of researchers did an experiment by incorporating blockchain into the supply 

chain to reduce false information that spread over the networks of a supply chain and also to 

prevent companies from any moral misconduct such as counterfeiting or changing any data in the 

database [12]. The findings of this experiment show incorporating blockchain into the supply 

chain is worth the cost for a supply chain that requires trustworthy data and counterfeit data can 

be prevented. However, in a real time SCM it is unavoidable. Therefore, it is advisable only 

authorized agents are allowed to access the blockchain. A recent survey [13] shows that 

incorporating blockchain in the manufacturing domain and logistic domain can be very useful. 

The findings of the manufacturing domain reveal the cost is economical and it could fight 

counterfeiting too. This is due to the blockchain feature in providing history to consumers. 

Similarly, the results in the logistic domain are showing blockchain integration is useful.  

 

Some of the benefits that can be achieved by applying blockchain includes reducing delivery 

delay time and avoiding any human errors thus enhancing the efficiency of agreements between 

manufacture and consumers [13]. Considering the benefits of blockchain technology, thus the 

current issues of MSCM could be eliminated. Therefore, this paper presents MSCM development 

using blockchain technology.  

 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 

This study is applying a similar methodology of (UnicalCoin).  Instead of using UnicalCoin, this 

study is using ProximaX blockchain platform, Sirius Chain to integrate with MSCM. There are 

three main stages in this development as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. System Methodology 

 

Sirius Chain is blockchain technology that is developed by ProximaX's company. The Sirius 

Chain generate a new block that records transaction data for every 15 seconds, by default. Once 

the Sirius Chain algorithm has been implemented in the nodes some modifications are done as it 

is operating in a private network, own by Military. Among the modifications is no crypto 

currency used in the MSCM blockchain environment. Due to MSCM private blockchain 

environment, there is no incentive mechasnism to reward the node that validate the blocks. 

Another modification is the addition of a message authentication mechanism, external parties 

cannot access the nodes without permission. Thus, any transaction receipt that comes from the 

node needs some form of authentication.    

 

Then, the second step is to create a supply chain simulation model that recreates a model 

company with networks. For the supply chain model, several different computers/ machines are 

selected and used to test out the supply chain management. Some machines represent the external 

parties, i.e., product manufacturer, and the machines have been installed with the client 

application. The client application establishes interaction between externals’ machine the with the 

server. Furthermore, the client application acts as a mediator and sends the information to the 

nodes that are operated by Sirius Chain. The snippet of pseudocode for the client application as 

follows: 

 
import modules 

  

 generate panels with different service for selection 

 process the service selected by the clients  

 

 if client app connected to server: 

 show panels related to specific service 

  

 if information is given: 

 send information to the server 

 receive response from the server 

 show the information received to client 

else: 

 show error message from the server 

 

 else: 

  tell client that server is not running 

 

The last step is to generate a connector. Generating a connector to connect the blockchain 

network to the simulated model, i.e UnicalCoin to the connector software that was written in Java 

[12]. In this study, server is the connector between the blockchain and MSCM. Every information 

that is sent via client application to the Sirius Chain go through the server, first. The server is the 

gateway between the nodes and client application. The server checks the validity of the message 

that it has received. If the message is valid, the message is sent to the Sirius Chain, otherwise the 

message will be discarded. The pseudocode for the server is as follows: 
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import modules 

  

 connect to client database 

 receive message from client app 

  

 check service selected by client 

 

 select the service selected by client 

 check message validity in database 

 

 if message = valid 

  Send the transaction to Sirius Chain 

 else : 

  Send an error message 

 

For security and confidentiality of sensitive military data, MSCM is a private blockchain as 

suggested by [14]. The following flowchart (Figure 3) shows a detailed overview on how MSCM 

has incorporated the ProximaX Sirius Chain. In the MSCM environment, all the parties that are 

involved will be given a client application. Once each party has received the client application 

they can start to interact with the server. The client app will send this information that is given by 

the client to the server where the server acts as a gateway and checks the validity of the 

information that is given by the client, if the information is valid, it will send the information to 

the nodes and will be recorded in the Sirius Chain. Clients can use this client app to update the 

status of the assets and for the military staff they have the option to see their entire transaction 

history with other companies as for parties that are not military affiliated can only see their 

personal transaction history to prevent any information leakage. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. MSCM System Overview 

 

The owner of the MSCM is the military department. They must prepare the nodes to store every 

transaction on the blockchain. The preparation of the nodes, especially its location is very crucial 

as setting all the nodes into one specific location can lead to single point failure. Therefore, the 

nodes are advisable to be installed at different locations in the military compound. Once the 

nodes have been set up, then MSCM blockchain is embedded into the installed nodes and 

perform a test run. Then, the military department creates a server that processes all the 

Military 

Staff   
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information and requests to check its credentials and validity before sending the transaction to the 

ProximaX Sirius Chain. Once a server has been built, a simple client application should be 

created. As mentioned previously the client application is the communication medium for all the 

involved parties to connect to the server.  

 

MSCM is using the default time duration to generate blocks. Each block in Sirius Chain is linked 

by the hash of the predecessor block in its header. When the required criteria are met and the 

Sirius Chain has been installed in the nodes of the Military department, other parties that are 

required to be in the chain such as manufacturer can be integrated in the chain as well. All the 

parties that are involved in the chain can create a transaction and record it in the chain across the 

nodes. Due to the confidentiality, only military personnel that are involved in the supply chain are 

allowed to see all the transactions that happen with the manufacturer during the manufacturing, 

distribution and shipping of the military material, parts or application. Specific manufacturers can 

only access their own transaction record. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

3.1. Result Analysis 
 

MSCM has been tested to find out its capability in terms of traceability, integrity and secured 

communication. Several test runs have been done using Sirius Chain and the results have been 

recorded and explained as follows. 

 

The first test was when a client tries to generate an account for MSCM (Figure 4). 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Generate User Account 

 

First for account generation, there two textboxes that require a token and a username. The token 

is used like a SWIFT code where only an individual that has received this token can actually 

create an account to prevent an unwanted party from generating an account and username is used 

to identify the individual who generated this account. Then, there are two buttons, “Generate” 

and “Generate and Cache”. The “Generate” button is used for only generating the account, While 

the latter is used to cache the generated information into the machine. Every time a user makes a 

transaction, they do not have to enter the private key, but this is not a safe practice. 
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Figure 5. Account Information Generated 

 

The user will receive a notification (Figure 5) saying the account has been generated along with 

their credentials. This information is crucial, especially the private key. The private key must be 

entered every time the user makes a transaction. 

 

Next is client application. The user can use the client application to get information about their 

account (Figure 6). 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Login to Account Information 

 

By entering the username, user can obtain the information about their account (Figure 7). 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Account Information 

 

The notification shows the information of the account that is associated with this account.  
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On top of that, users can also send messages to update the status of the assets in the MSCM 

environment. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Make Transaction 

 

Once the required information has been added the user can press the “Make Transaction” (Figure 

8) button to send the status update to the related party and the message will be recorded in the 

Sirius Chain. As for the amount the user can set it to 0 transaction fee since the main objective of 

this private blockchain is to ensure the integrity and transparency of the data among the MSCM 

community. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Transaction Notification 

 

Once the transaction has been confirmed the server will send a notification saying that transfer 

was successful (Figure 9). 
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Finally, the party who is involved in the MSCM can also get their personal transaction via client 

application. 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Information Account 

 

Figure 10 shows Information Account has three buttons. The first button, “Transaction 

Information” button is to get a personal transaction that has been done between one-to-one 

transactions i.e. from sender to receiver. Then, “Transaction Ledger” button is used to get 

transactions that have been recorded from the beginning to the current validated block which has 

many to many transactions and is only available to ATM staff. The last button is the “Contract 

Receipts” for getting the contract that has been generated so far. 

 

Here is the example of a normal transaction receipt (Figure 11). 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Transaction Receipt 

 

Further system evaluations are using incorrect information into the client application. The 

objective to reveal that the server can check the data validity with the database and discard the 

information.  

 

During the account generating process in the client application, invalid token have been inserted 

in the token textbox (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Inserting Invalid Token 

 

Figure 13 shows the notification that token inserted was invalid. Because the server checks the 

validity of the token, and the token does not correspond as the one in the database. 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Invalid Token Notification 

 

Next, insertion of the wrong private key in the panel during the transaction and the response was 

as follows (Figure 14). 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Entering a Wrong Private Key 
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The server sends a notification saying that the private key that was entered is invalid (Figure 15).  

 

 

 
Figure 15. Wrong Private Key Notification 

 

In conclusion, this experiment (testing and evaluation) shows the server is quite resilient in 

filtering invalid data and runs smoothly even if the data that was entered is invalid. 

 

4. FINDINGS 
 

This study reveals the integration of MSCM with blockchain technology is beneficial to all SCM 

components. Every single transaction recorded in the blocks is immutable. Furthermore, this 

transaction is transparent and anyone who got access to the blockchain is able to see it. The 

transaction record that happens between the parties who are involved in the MSCM can be 

accessed by those in the chain and can stay updated about the ongoing business transaction. 

Communication or error in data transfer is avoided as the party involved in the supply chain can 

send messages in the chain instead of sending the message personally between any party. 

Moreover, digital signatures are offered in the blockchain technology making sure that the 

message to be sent is non-repudiation. Incorporating blockchain in MSCM also allows parties 

involved in the supply chain to trace back the source of the problem if the asset that is bought had 

issues in receiving or delivery. Adaptation of blockchain in supply chain management system 

assuredly can improve supply chain traceability [18], [19]. Lastly, integrity issues can be resolved 

since every single transaction that has occurred is recorded across the nodes and it is impossible 

to tamper them.  

 

5. FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

MSCM will be expanded using Smart contract in the future. Smart contract is a self-executing 

term of agreement between buyer and seller. Without any intermediary's involvement and time 

loss, the agreement is directly written into a line of code and stored on a blockchain. The codes of 

agreements exist across a distributed, decentralized blockchain. There are many benefits that can 

be obtained from smart contracts. As no single entity owns the record, all relevant parties can 

access the information and investigate how the transaction was made or how value is processed. 

The distributed and decentralized structure ends the requirement of middleman therefore making 

transactions less vulnerable to corruption. Smart contract allows two parties which are in this case 

the military and suppliers to record their business agreement on a blockchain. Both parties will 

hold the encryption key and anytime can give authorized users to review the contract or 

agreement. [15], [16]. Contract written in blockchain is immutable which means they could not 

be tampered with thus the integrity of the contract can be maintained. Another benefit that is 

offered by smart contracts is transparency, where the parties that are involved in the MSCM 

environment can see the transactions that have been done so far and get access to the contract 

[17]. Smart contract can be fit in along with the proposed incorporated MSCM environment 

which is an ongoing future research.  
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6. CONCLUSION 
 

As a conclusion, implementing blockchain in the MSCM environment is promoting transparency 

within the parties that are involved in the chain. Moreover, the communication between parties 

can be also more efficient since the communications that happened are considered as a 

transaction and recorded in the ledgers of the blockchain. Lastly, integrity in the MSCM can be 

tremendously improved by applying blockchain since data that is recorded is immutable. Future 

work is to expand this blockchain technology to other domains in the military environment such 

as logistics and finance.  
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